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Address Sai Glass Creations 
A1/6, Suman Nagar, S. T. Road,  
Chembur, Maharashtra 
Mumbai - 400 071

Country India

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We have become one of the leading manufacturers and suppliers of variety of Decorative Glasses and Glass Furniture. Also, we provide tailor-made
glass products. These glass products exhibit astonishing features like easy to hold, vibrant colors, elegant looks, scratch resistance, easy to wash &
clean and dust resistance. Under this exceptional range, we offer Air Brushing Glass, Original Stained Glass, Special Painted Glasses, Original
Stained Butterfly Glass and Colorful Air Brushing Glass. In addition to this, we also offer Designer Glasses, Stacked Glasses, Designer Glass
Doors, Special Silver Glass Art, Special Art Wall Glasses, Glass Sculptures and UV Resin Glasses,to name a few.

The customization of these glass products is done in as per the demands and choices detailed down by our prestigious customers. We have
developed a spacious and intelligently carved workplace, installed with all the advanced machinery and hi-tech measures, to ensure the proper usage
of time and available resources. Moreover, for proper production, we have divided our working area into various segments. Moreover, we facilitate
clients with various easy payment modes such as cash, cheque and DD to ease out hassles involved in payment procedures. We ensure maximum
relaxation of our valued clients, we have been able to attain a large customer pool all over the nation.
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